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AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER BUTLER 

1. I am the Office Manager at the Internet Archive, located in San Francisco, 
California. f make this declaration of my own personal knowledge. 

2. The Internet Archive is a website that provides access to a digital library of 
Internet sites and other cultural artifacts in digital form. Like a paper library, we provide 
free access to researchers, historians, scholars, and the general public. The Internet 
Archive has partnered with and receives support from various institutions, including the 
Library of Congress. 

3. The Internet Archive has created a service known as the Wayback Machine. The 
Way back Machine makes it possible to surf more than 450 billion pages stored in the 
Internet Archive's web archive. Visitors to the Wayback Machine can search archives 
by URL (i.e., a website address). If archived records for a URL are available, the visitor 
will be presented with a list of available dates. The visitor may select one of those 
dates, and then begin surfing on an archived version of the Web. The links on the 
archived files, when served by the Wayback Machine, point to other archived files 
(whether HTML pages or images). If a visitor clicks on a link on an archived page, the 
Way back Machine will serve the archived file with the closest available date to the page 
upon which the link appeared and was clicked. 

4. The archived data made viewable and browseable by the Wayback Machine is 
compiled using software programs known as crawlers, which surf the Web and 
automatically store copies of web files, preserving these files as they exist at the point of 
time of capture. 

5. The Internet Archive assigns a URL on its site to the archived files in the format 
http://web.archive.org/web/[Year in yyyy][Month in mm][Day in dd][Time code in 
hh:mm:ss]/[Archived URL]. Thus, the Internet Archive URL 
http://web.archive.org/web/19970 l 26045828/http://www.archive.org/ would be the 
URL for the record of the Internet Archive home page HTML file 
(http://www.archjve.org/) archived on January 26, 1997 at 4:58 a .m. and 28 seconds 
( 1997/01/26 at 04:58:28). A web browser may be set such that a printout from it will 
display the URL of a web page in the printout's footer. The date assigned by the Internet 
Archive applies to the HTML file but not to image files linked therein. Thus images that 
appear on a page may not have been archived on the same date as the HTML file. 
Likewise, if a website is designed with "frames," the date assigned by the Internet 
Archive applies to the frameset as a whole, and not the individual pages within each 
frame. 

6. Attached hereto as Exhibit A are true and accurate copies of printouts of the 
Internet Archive's records of the HTML files or PDF files for the URLs and the dates 
specified in the footer of the printout (HTML) or attached coversheet (PDF). 

7. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

DATE: q (fP //(,, 
Christopher Butler 
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See Attached Document. 

State of California 
County of San Francisco 

r --- ---- .... KYLeOEvlNEISENBERG 1 
,....El)·' I"" COMM# 2067666 } 
Z ~ ~~. SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY } 
<( '~''- - NOTARY PUBLIC-CALIFORNIA Z 
<( ·•. MY COMMISSION EXPIRES I 
~ MAYl0,2018 
-- c:;::: <::;> ....... <> <> <> <> <> ......., C7 

A notary public or other officer completing this 
certificate verifies only the identity of the 
individual who signed the document to which this 
certificate is attached, and not the truthfulness, 
accuracy, or validity of that document. 

Subscribed and sworn to (or affirmed) before me on 
this 

(a dayof <5$:Plf.~B'2.4l- , 'io(b , by 

Christopher Butler, 

proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to{he 
the person who appeared before me. 
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ResMed - Ultra MirageTM Full Face Mask 

RESMED 

• English (Australia) > Clinicians > Product Information > CPAP Masks > Ultra Mirage' " Full Face Mask 

Ultra Mirage™ Full Face Mask 

Ultra Mirage'" Full Face Mask I Components I Fitting I Cleaning I Assembly 

The new way to get on top of leak & therapy management 

Mouth breathing is a common problem for CPAP and bilevel therapy users. In fact, around 40% of 

CPAP users and almost all bl level users experience mout h breathing and mouth leakl,2,3. The 

result is loss of therapy effectiveness, loss of comfort, and disrupted sleep4 - all of which can lead 
to loss of compliance, and ultimately loss of patients on therapy. The Ultra Mirage Full Face Mask 

- the best of the Ultra Mirage technology, now in a full face mask - is designed to help you stop 
the loss. 

Features & benefits 

• Popular Ultra-style forehead support enhances stability by minimizing movement of the 
mask relative to the face; and offers four position options to optimize seal and patient 
comfort. 

• Soft, dual-wall cushion reduces pressure on the nasal bridge and optimises seal comfort -
even when the patient moves during sleep. 

• Flexible forehead pads conform to the contour of the patient's forehead, further enhancing stability and comfort. 
• Top and bottom headgear clips allow quick and easy fitting, as well as quick removal of the mask in an emergency. 
• Set & Forget headgear means that once the headgear is set up, it doesn't have to be readjusted each time the mask Is 

used. 

• Minimal dead space, superior airflow characteristics, and built-in air vents reduce C02 rebreathing. Even at low pressures, 

the mask provides excellent C02 washout. 

Now you CAN stop the loss ... 

Losing air is losing therapy. With ResMed's new Ultra Mirage Full Face Mask, you can beat the mouth leak cycle and stop the loss! 

Product Codes 

I 16981 Fitting template 

60660 Small, standard - Australia 

60661 Small, shallow - Australia 

60662 Medium, standard - Australia 

60663 Medium, shallow - Australia 

60664 Large, standard - Austra lia 

60665 Large, shal low - Australia 

This page last updated: 4 January 2005 

Contact Us : Legal Disclaimer : Intellectual Property : Privacy Notice : Site Map 
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http://web.archive.org/web/20060823004503/http://resmed.corn.au/Shared/Sta 
ticFiles/ultra-mirage-ffm/ultra-mirage-ffm-brochure-clinician-english.pdf 
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RESMED 

Ultra Mirage™ Full Face Mask 
The ultimate solution for mouth leak 

Mouth breathing and leak are common 

problems for CPAP and bilevel therapy 
users. These problems result in 
ineffective therapy. discomfort and 

disrupted sleep-all of which can cause 
patients to be noncompliant or to 
abandon therapy altogether. 

ResMed's Ultra Mirage'" Full Face Mask 

covers both the nose and mouth so 
patients receive effective therapy even 

in the presence of mouth breathing 
and leak 

Quick release headgear clips: ____ _.=. 
top and bottom 

allows mask to be removed without 
resetting the headgear and provides 

convenience and safety 

Adjustable forehead support------------
offers a choice of four positions for 

better seal and stability 

Air vent----------+-~ 
provides excellent C02 washout 

and minimal noise output 

Safety valve _____ _ 

-........:::-----:--- - --Flexible forehead pads 

one-piece design 
distributes pressure 
evenly and conforms 
to the contour of the 
patient's forehead 

·.-------Mirage dual-wall 
cushion 

reduces pressure on 
nasal bridge and 
optimizes seal and 
comfort 

allows patient to breathe fresh 
air when flow generator does 

not provide flow 
.-::;:::::i.,.--r-----...,:;-,---,-"'------ 360° rotating elbow 

'lJftra 
MIRAGE"' 
FULL FACE MASK 

provides control over 
t ubing system 

--11-----------Quick release swivel 

allows easy disconnection 
from tubing 
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Technology highlight-adjustable forehead support and pads 

The adjustable forehead support takes 
seal perfonnance to a new level. 

• Enhanced stability is achieved by 
minimizing movement of the mask 
relative to the face. Seal is 

maintained even when the patient 
moves during sleep. 

• Four adjustable positions optimize 
seal and comfort. 

Patient benefits 

• Trusted comfort with proven 
technology 
Mirage cushion technology reduces 

pressure on the nose and optimizes 
seal and comfort. 

• Superior seal through enhanced stability 
Adjustable forehead support and 
pads help maintain seal even with 
patient movement 

• User convenience 
Quick release headgear clips enable 

quick and easy mask fitting and 
removal. Once set-up, the headgear 

doesn't have to be readjusted. 

Professional benefits 

• Confidence in effective therapy delivery 

As the mask covers both the 
nose and mouth, it provides 
effective therapy in the presence 

of mouth breathing, and 

Minimizes the effects of mouth 
breathing to help optimize 

patient compliance. 

• The flexible forehead pads 
confonn to the contour of the 
patient's forehead. 

• The pads distribute pressure evenly 
over a larger surface area, reducing 

pressure on the patient's face. 

Peace of mind 

Minimal dead space, superior 

airflow characteristics. and the 
built -in air vent minimize C02 
re breathing. 

Quick release headgear clips 

allow easy removal. 

Built-in safety valve allows patient 
to breathe fresh air when the 
flow generator provides no 
airflow. 

• Efficient mask size selection 

3-D frtting templates help 
achieve first-time frt 

Templates may also help reduce 
mask fitting time and minimize 

call backs and returns. 

Ultra Mirage Full Face 
Mask System 
Product codes 

North & Latin America 

Small Standard 60600 
Small Shallow 60601 
Medium Standard 60602 
Medium Shallow 60603 
Large Standard 60604 
Large Shallow 60605 

Europe (e.xcept UK) and Asia Pacific 

Small Standard 60610 
Small Shallow 60611 
Medium Standard 60612 
Medium Shallow 60613 
Large Standard 60614 
Large Shallow 6061 S 

UK 

Small Standard 60684 
Small Shallow 60685 
Medium Standard 60686 
Medium Shallow 60687 
Large Standard 60688 
Large Shallow 60689 

ResHed Corp Pa11ay, CA, USA +I 858 746 2400 OR I 800 424 0737 (toll free), ResHed ltd Bella Vista, NSW. Australia +61 (2) 8884 1000 or I 800 658 189 (toll free). Offices in Austria, Finland, 
France, Germany, Hoog Koog, Japan, Hala)'lia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland. United Kingdom (see web site for details). Prote«ed by patenu: AU 7107JJ, AU 712236, AU 
724360, AU 741003, AU 744593, AU 7SJ244, AU 766623, AU 775051, DE 29724224, CA 2261790, EP 0956069, NZ 513052, NZ 526165, US 6112746, US 6119693, US 6357441, US 6374826, US 6463931, 
US 6491034, US 6513526, US 6532961, US 6561190, US 6561191, US 6581602, US 6634358, US 6701927. Other patenu pending. Prote«ed by design registrations: CN 200ll0102703.8, CN 200))0 I 02704.2, 
JP 1212687. JP 12 14582, US 0493885. Others pending. Ultra Hirage and Mirage are trademarks of Reslted ltd.© 2004 ResHed ltd. 1010151/2 04 11 

www.resmed.com Waking people up to sleep 
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http://web.archive.org/web/20060901025356/http://resmed.corn.au/Shared/Sta 
ticFiles/ultra-mirage-ffm/ultra-mirage-ffm-cc-english-row.pdf 
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Ultra Mirage~ Full Face Mask 
(complete system with headgear and cushion) 

-
Small, Standard 
-- - -- - ---

Small, Shallow 
. - .. -Medium, Standard 

Medium, Shallow 

Large, Standard 

Large, Shallow 

Cushion clip 
166 7'4 (small) 
166 75 (medium) 
16676 (large) 

!Row 

60610 

606 11 
60612 

60613 

60614 

60615 

Elbow retainer ______ ,,' 
60683 (includes I 
elbow retainer 
I 6637 (includes 5 elbow 
clips and 5 swivel clips) 

Cushion 
1660'4 (small, standard) 
16671 (small, shallow) 
16605 (medium, standard) 
16672 (medium, shallow) 
16606 (large, standard) 
16673 (large, shallow) 

[uK 
60684 

60685 

60686 
60687 

60688 
60689 

Ultra Mirage™ Full Face Mask 

I 

!France ! Australia and 
, New Zealand 

60690 60660 

60691 60661 
60692 60662 

60693 60663 

60694 60664 

60695 60665 

Valve membrane 

16617 ( I pac~~) / 
16618 (1 0 pa/ I 

Swivel clip 
60680 (I pack) 
16637 (includes 5 elbow clips 
and 5 swivel clips) 

COMPONENTS CARD 

Forehead support 
60673 

Headgear 
(includes headgear clips) 
161 18 (small) 
60674 (standard) 
I 61 I 9 (large) 

,,_ __ Elbow assembly 

Swivel 
16689 

(includes elbow retainer, 
valve frame, valve 
membrane, valve elbow, 
swivel clip and swivel) 
16613 

Ul1ra Kir>go is a tnd•mark of luK!d led. ( E: 
©lOOl !t1Kod led. loonier No: IOIO~S/4 OS 12 0120 

Global leaders in sleep :ind r espu :itor y medrcrne www.resmed.com 
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